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“Rejoice in the gladness
of thine heart….”
Bahá’u’lláh
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“The lovers of mankind,
these are the superior men,
of whatever
nation, creed,
or colour they may be.”
`Abdu’l-Bahá
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Meeting `Abdu’l-Bahá
“Mona”
Mona looked at `Abdu’l-Bahá. He
was dressed in dazzling white. His
turban was pushed back a little from His face. His blue
eyes twinkled. He looked at her and smiled. Then He
reached down and lifted her up.
Little Mona felt warm and safe in the arms of
`Abdu’l-Bahá. He kissed her on both cheeks.
“Are you French or English?” He asked her.
Mona was too shy to answer.
`Abdu’l-Bahá smiled again.
“If the people ask you
whether you are English or
French,” He said, “tell them
you are a Bahá’í.”
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Alan and Emma
and the Garden of Ridván

“When Bahá’u’lláh went to the Garden of Ridván in Baghdad,” said Alan,

“He lived in a big tent among trees and thousands of roses, and nightingales
sang all through the night.
“At that moment,” he added, so quietly that Emma had to lean forward
in order to hear, “during the twelve days Bahá’u’lláh stayed in the Garden,
He told how God had forgiven all the bad in the world and everything was
good once more.”
“Do you think they knew?” asked Emma. “Did the people know that now
they were new?”
“Some of them did,” said Alan, “and all over the world happy poems
were written about goodness and kindness and peace and love. And people
wrote songs to tell of the coming of the long-promised Day of the Glory of
God. Others dreamed dreams and God spoke to their souls, and they knew
that God’s Light had come again to the world.”
“That happened to me,” Emma told Alan. “ I knew inside but I didn’t
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know where the music had come from or what the words said. I couldn’t
explain when anyone asked me – I just knew it was right and would lead me
to God.”
The children were silent for quite a long time, then Emma leaned down
to touch a pink rose that seemed to reach out from a bush full of roses to
tell her it understood.

****
That night, Emma dreamed of the Garden where Bahá’u’lláh had spoken
the sweet Words of God.
She heard the soft stir of the wind in the flowers – a wind full of
forgiveness and warmth and love. The nightingales sang to the beautiful
roses, and she saw how they blossomed because they were loved.
Bahá’u’lláh smiled and Emma could smell the perfume of roses around
her bed.
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“Guide … the people
unto the garden
of delight
which God hath made
the Throne of
His Paradise.”
Bahá’u’lláh
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The Ridván Festival
The stories on the following four pages are about the Ridván Festival,
when Bahá’u’lláh was in the beautiful Garden of Ridván in Baghdád and first
declared His Mission. Ridván means Paradise, or Heaven. These stories
tell how wonderful it must have been to have met Bahá’u’lláh, and to have
been with Him in the Garden during this special time.
These stories can be read to yourself, and they can also be made into
a simple play to perform at one of the three Holy Days during Ridvan (the
First, the Ninth or the Twelve Day). The costumes can be very simple or
elaborate, whatever you wish. It can be performed by four people, each
speaker coming onto the “stage” (or space in front of the guests) to read
their piece, until in the end all four characters are there. There could be
four chairs in a row so as each speaker finishes they can sit down facing
the audience as they quietly listen to the next speaker as he or she speaks.
Try to read your speech with a lot of expression in your voice to make it
interesting for the audience.

Speakers:
1. A Gardener (who could have a straw sunhat on).
2. A Companion (who could be wearing a turban or fez).
3. An Old Woman in Baghdad (wearing a headscarf and holding
a rose).
4. A Child (with a band of real or artificial flowers on his or her
head).
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The Ridván Festival
The following extracts are reprinted from Brilliant Star (see“Acknowledgements”)
Illustrated by Cindy Pacileo © 1996

—————————————————————————————————-

Gardener
“I am a gardener. The other gardeners
and I all work hard to keep the garden
looking neat and clean and the plants
healthy and producing.
This is my favourite time of the year. The nights are cool and the days
are warm, not like the hot days of summer. The flowers are beautiful and
abundant. The nightingales sing lovely songs at night.
Bahá’u’lláh visited our garden and stayed for twelve days with some of
His companions. He is the Promised One from God. I know this in my heart.
Each morning, before dawn, we picked the roses that lined the four
avenues of the garden and piled them in His tent. When we were finished
we could hardly see each other across the pile.
Bahá’u’lláh gave a rose to each visitor, sometimes two or three for the
sick and weak at home who could not come. It was such a thrill to see our
roses carried so tenderly. We prayed every night that there would be many
roses the next morning for His tent.
I am a gardener. I feed the plants. I tend the sick ones. I make them all
thrive.
I saw Bahá’u’lláh receive all those people into His tent in our garden. I
cannot nourish my plants as He nourished those who visited Him. I cannot
heal my plants as He healed those who visited His tent. My flowers, beautiful
as they are, do not glow with such beauty as the faces of those who left His
tent in that garden they call Ridván, which means “Paradise”. Truly, while He
was there, it was a garden of Paradise.”
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Companion

“I am a companion of Bahá’u’lláh. I came to the
garden early to set up Bahá’u’lláh’s tent. As I had no
family in Baghdád I was allowed to spend the complete twelve days in Bahá’u’lláh’s presence.
Bahá’u’lláh made a Great Announcement that He was the Prophet
foretold by the Báb, ‘Him Whom God shall make manifest’. I bowed down at
His feet. When He bid me to rise up, the look in His eyes told me it was true.
At night my friends and I took turns holding His tent ropes steady
against the strong spring wind. One night Bahá’u’lláh came forth and we
followed Him as He walked. The sound of the nightingales was so loud I
could not hear Him speak though he was only a few paces away.
Bahá’u’lláh paused for us to gather around.
“Consider these nightingales,” He said. “So great is their love for these
roses, that sleepless from dusk till dawn, they warble their melodies and
commune with burning passion with the object of their adoration. How then
can those who claim to be afire with the rose-like beauty of the Beloved
choose to sleep?”
Each time I passed His tent at night I noticed that He was awake. Yet
He tired not and continued to spread love and joy to all who surrounded Him.
As He stepped onto His boat to leave the garden, the afternoon call to
prayer sounded out. What a befitting exit to such a wondrous time!
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Old Woman in Baghdá d
I am an old Woman in Baghdad.
Bahá’u’lláh, Oh Blessed One, has come many times
to visit me. From the day His eyes first met mine in the marketplace He
seemed to know that I was too old, too weak, too crippled to work anymore,
even to walk very far. He brought me fruits, and sometimes sweets. He
pressed coins into my hand each time He left. He sent others on the days He
could not come. They cleaned my small room and helped me cook my dinner.
Oh! How kind He was to me!
When they told me He was to be sent away, I cried. I longed to see Him
in the Garden of Ridván, but I was too weak to go. My neighbour brought me
back a rose. Bahá’u’lláh gave it to her for me. I hope He knows how much I
love Him.
When He left Baghdad, He came down my street. I’m so glad that He
chose this route so that I could see Him one more time. Always before He has
ridden on a donkey – a simple man, wearing a simple coat and a simple turban.
Not today! Today He rode a fine, roan stallion and on His head His turban was
replaced by a tall felt taj. Although they say He is a prisoner, the people beseech Him to stay. They weep at His leaving. Surely Bahá’u’lláh is a king.
He paused and greeted the well-wishers with His warm and friendly eyes.
I hobbled out to join the crowds pressed against His horse. I embraced His
stirrup and kissed His blessed foot. Others threw themselves on the road or
kissed His horse’s hooves.
Oh! Constantinople! Your people are blessed that Bahá’u’lláh is moving
to your city. Surely He will change and gladden your hearts, as He has ours
here in Baghdad.
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Child
I am a child, and I can’t believe it! I’m actually
here in the garden of Ridván with Bahá’u’lláh! Ridván
means “paradise” you know. My mother and father are
here, too.
We came to hear Bahá’u’lláh’s Message. He said He is the Promised
One from God. I had already guessed that. He is so kind and loving toward
everyone. He even takes time to talk to the children. He says that God has a
plan for us. We’re going to help teach the world about unity…. I can’t wait to
get started.
All twelve days that we spent in the garden were wonderful, but the first,
ninth and twelfth days were the most special. On the first day, April 21, 1863,
Baháh’u’lláh revealed to some of His companions that He was the one foretold
by the Báb. Soon everyone staying in the garden knew it was true.
On the 9th day, April 29, Bahá’u’lláh’s family joined Him….
Finally, on the twelfth day, May 2, 1863, Bahá’u’lláh had to leave
Baghdád. But even though we were sad, we knew that He marched to
Constantinople in triumph. Nothing can stop God’s new religion.
Now I am a Bahá’í – a follower of Bahá’u’lláh – a follower of the light.
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Find the 10 words hidden in the tree and write them below

______________________________________

_____________________________________

______________________________________

_____________________________________

______________________________________

_____________________________________

______________________________________

_____________________________________

______________________________________

_____________________________________
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Making Paper Flowers
You will need:
Coloured tissue paper (crepe paper)
Green pipe cleaners (or twist ties)

Cut a few pieces (about 4-6) of the paper about 8 x 10
inches (the exact size does not matter). Fold the pile of
of papers into an accordion shape.

Tie the centre of the folded paper with a green pipe
cleaner (or twist tie)

Gently pull each piece of paper towards the top centre of the
flower, separating each sheet of paper from the others
(forming the petals of the flower).
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People and Places
Universal Children’s Day in Sidney, Australia
A devotional service conducted by
children was held in the Bahá’í House of
Worship in Sidney, to celebrate Universal
Children's Day. The children, many of whom
do not come from Bahá’í families, read from the
scriptures of the Bahá’í Faith and other religions.
A choir of children aged from five to twelve years old
provided the music.
All the children participating in the event
regularly attend Bahá’í classes conducted either in
government schools or after school hours.
The annual service
attracted 800 people, who
filled the Temple to capacity. Some travelled many
kilometres for the occasion.
"We believe that it is important that children
participate in the service as
much as possible," said one of
the organizers of the service ….
"They feel honoured to be contributing in this way and
practise for weeks leading up to the service. We
believe that all children have wonderful qualities latent
within them."
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Bahá’í ClassesTaught in 300
Primary Schools in Australia
A Bahá’í curriculum, known as the
Peace Pack, has been developed in Western
Australia for Bahá’í Education in State
Schools. About 6,000 primary school
children in Australia are attending Bahá’í
classes in more than 300 state-run
schools.
Although the classes are offered mainly to provide religious instruction
to Bahá’ children, they are also
attracting many children from families who are not members of the Bahá’í
Faith. A Bahá’í father whose seven-year-old son is attending classes, said:
"I think that since he has been participating, he has become such a levelheaded kid – it's amazing…. He is just really enjoying [being] part of
Bahá’í the culture and religion."
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The First Australians
The first people to live in Australia can be traced back over 60,000 years, and there
are many still living there who are descended from those first inhabitants. They are called
aboriginals, which is just a word meaning someone who
has lived in a place from the beginning (you can also have
aboriginal plants or animals, meaning the first ones). The
Australian aboriginal people have a wonderful culture and
their artwork is greatly admired. And we love to hear their
imaginary stories about a time they call “the dreamtime”
when everything was first created. One of these makebelieve stories describes the time when snakes first appeared in the world and how the
shapes they made as they glided over the land became rivers…. These folk tales are not
really true, of course, but they are wonderful to listen to and help children feel a deep love
and respect for all the land and animals around them.
_________________________________________________________________________

The aboriginal flag:
Although Australia has its own flag (which is the official one and has the Union Jack
in one corner because Australia is part of the British Commonwealth), the aboriginals also
have a flag of their own. It has a special meaning.
The circle in the middle is yellow to represent the sun
which gives life to the people and the land. The top
half of the background is black to represent the black
skin of the aboriginals and also the colour of the sky at
night. The bottom half is red to represent the blood
of the aboriginals when they were cruelly treated by
some of the first Europeans who went to live in
Australia in the past; the red colour also represents the
red earth of Australia. You may like to colour in the
flag opposite (use colouring pencils as felt pens may seep through to the previous page).
_________________________________________________________________________

The aboriginal language:
You probably don’t realise it, but you already know some words of the Australian
aboriginal language because we have borrowed them and use them
too. One of them is “kangaroo”. Another is “boomerang”. And
another is “didgeridoo” (a wind instrument). Don’t these sound great
with so many “oos”? The aboriginals in Australia speak English now,
but some other interesting words in their own language are “weeai”,
which means an aboriginal boy; “wobbegang”, which is a kind of
shark; and “willy willy”, which means a whirlwind!
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An aboriginal game:
“Gorri” is a good game to play outside with a group of friends. You may know it
already, but it was first played by aboriginal boys with spears and a disc made of rounded
bark. It was not a competition but an important way to practise hunting wild animals for
food. However, instead of a piece of bark, use a large rubber ball to roll along the ground
in front of a line of children, and instead of using spears, try to hit it with tennis balls as it
passes by. The end result will be just as good as you will become expert at eye and hand
coordination (and you never know – you might get lost in the remote Australian bush one
day and it will help you catch a rabbit to eat!)
When the person rolling the big ball is ready to begin, he or she calls out “goolgool” (“going-going”).
Remember, you are
not competing with each
other but developing your
own skill to see how good
you can get. If it is too
easy, stand further back.
And cheer when someone
else hits the ball!

The first aboriginal Bahá’í in Australia (1884-1963)
Fred Murray (or Uncle Fred Murray as everyone called him) was born in 1884. His
parents died when he was very young and for a while he and his brother were looked after
by a European lady in Australia. Shortly after this, his whole tribe died through drinking
poisoned water and only Fred and his brother were left. Then, a few years later, his
brother was killed while taming a wild horse, so Fred was the last person in his tribe to still
be alive. Years later he heard about Bahá’u’lláh and became the first Australian
Aboriginal Bahá’í.
In 1963, when Uncle Fred was 79 years old, he came to London to attend a special
world conference. The conference was being held to celebrate the time, one hundred years
before, when Bahá’u’lláh declared His Mission in the Garden of Ridván .
Uncle Fred was invited to the stage to say a few words to everyone.
His face was radiant and full of love as he looked at the 7,000 Bahá’ís in
the hall. He said: “When I was a baby, my people died. I thought, ‘I have
no people!’ But now I am Bahá’í – you are all my people!”
The Bahá’ís clapped for ages and never forgot the dear, kind face of
Uncle Fred Murray. Later that year he died and was welcomed by
Bahá’u’lláh into the Abhá Kingdom.
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Jokes
What are two things you
don’t have for breakfast?
Dinner and tea!
How do monsters like
their eggs?
Terri–fried!
“Waiter, this hamburger tastes
funny!”

“Did you hear about the
fight in the fish shop?”

“Then why aren’t you
laughing?”

“No, what happened?”
“The fish got battered!”
“What would a deer
say if it could speak
but had no eyes?”
“I’ve no eye dear!”
(idea!)

How can you drop
an egg 3 feet and
not break it?

What nut sounds
like a sneeze?
A cashew!

Drop it 4 feet – for
the first 3 feet it
won’t break!
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Your News
Place of Peace
Our school exchange to India
was an inspiring and challenging experience…. We were
embraced into the Indian way
of life, which prompted us to
think about a place of tranquillity for all peoples; a place
of peace. We imagined a quiet
area surrounded by pools of
water where people could
reflect upon themselves and
the world. On arriving at the Bahá’í Lotus Temple in New Delhi, we were
touched to find the existence of such a creation. We rested in the Temple in
silence and found it truly peaceful.
(Written by two students from Lancaster Girls’ Grammar School)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Prayer Corner
My name is Sophia and I would like to tell you about my
prayer corner. I decided to make it after I saw a
beautiful space created for a tranquillity zone in
remembrance of Cathy Boyd.* I also read something in a
book about a prayer corner. I made my prayer corner in my bedroom. I used
scarves, cushions, crystals and fairy lights. I like to go and say prayers at
night. Perhaps you would like to make a prayer corner too.
Sophia Fozdar (9)
*(Cathy Boyd was the first person in the Scottish Highlands to become a Bahá’í. She lived a wonderful
life of love and service. She passed away recently at the great age of 92 – Editor.)
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I n v i t i n g F r i e n d s
The two junior youth who live in Stroud have a regular Bahá’í class every
Friday and they have been learning about the Convenant, the life of Shoghi
Effendi and also studying some of his books such as The Promised day is

Come. They wanted to invite their friends, but they felt this class was not
suitable for someone coming for the first time, so, with the help of the
adults in the community, a special weekend event was organised.
The first day (Saturday) junior youth from Shroud and neighbouring
communities came together to study the Seven Valleys. Then, on the Sunday,
they invited their friends to come to a FUN DAY. They arrived at about
10.00 and joined in a treasure hunt in the garden on the theme of new beginnings and transformation (i.e., how we can change and become better). There
were chocolate goodies and other treats to help them on their way. There
were also different artistic activities and other events, such as creating a
word search on the theme of the day.
“Then we had lunch and a questionnaire,” said
the report, “which resulted in great discussions on whether we can transform ourselves
and why we should try. The day ended
with rounders in the playing fields down
the road and cakes after. Everyone seemed
to enjoy themselves greatly. This day was
brilliant for the two junior youth from Stroud
who learnt that this was something they
could invite their friends to. Their friends
and parents are keen to have a regular junior youth group and they are starting one next week. Bahá’í friends with their seeker friends from elsewhere
also had a lot to talk about afterwards and they may do something similar
themselves.”
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This poem was written by Iqan Fadaei (12) for his weekly
junior youth class:

We should continue to persevere,
Maybe be severe,
Remain firm and steadfast,
Or our faith will never last.
We will have a joyous life
If we never cause strife.
It will be peaceful and happy
If we never cause apathy.
Let us remain firm and just
Be stern if we must,
Constantly be loving
Wise and understanding,
Never cause disunity,
Contention and dissention;
Overlook the faults of one another.
Yá Bahá’u’llabhá
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Amazing Stories from the Dawn-Breakers
Stories adapted by Jacqueline Mehrabi and illustrated by Malcolm Lee
(The story so far: The Báb and Quddús (one of the Letters of the Living) are on their way to

Mecca where the Bab intends to publically declare His Mission for the first time. They have
already travelled for over a month on stormy seas, and have now reached land. The next part of
their journey is over the desert.( Note: the illustration of the person with a camel is Quddús, not
the Báb as He is too holy to draw)

Part 12
A Bedouin in the Desert
The long boat journey finally came to an end and the Báb and Quddús
arrived in Arabia. Now they had to travel over the hot, dry desert to reach
their journey’s end, which was Mecca, the holiest city of Islám.
The Báb rode a
camel, and Quddús
walked beside Him.
The Báb tried to
persuade Quddus
also to ride a
camel, but Quddús
was happy to walk
beside his Master.
Holding onto the
bridle of the Báb’s
camel, he joyfully
chanted prayers as they travelled along. Even at night, Quddús would not
rest, but stayed awake protecting the Báb against robbers and wild animals
and doing everything he could to make sure He was comfortable.
One day, early in the morning, they came to a well and the Báb climbed
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down from His camel to wash and say His morning
prayers. His saddlebag lay on the ground beside
Him. It contained all the Writings that had been
written down during the long sea journey.
Suddenly, a fierce-looking Bedouin who
belonged to a desert tribe appeared in the distance and galloped in their
direction. As he rode passed them, he leaned down and snatched up the bag
belonging to the Báb and rode off with it into the desert.

The Báb’s servant, who was also with them, wanted to chase the thief,
but the Báb, without stopping His prayers, signalled to him to stop.
When the Báb had finished saying His prayers, He comforted His
servant and told him not to worry about the bag being taken by the Bedouin.
He said that the Bedouin would take the Holy Writings to places the Báb
would never have the chance to visit. He said it was the Will of God.

(To be continued)
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Follow the Clues
p.4. What is the missing word from the quote “The ——————–——— of mankind”?
P.7. What kind of birds sang in the Ridván Garden? ————————–—————————
P.9. What is the meaning of Ridván?

————————————————————————

p.10. What were the flowers Bahá’u’lláh gave to His visitors in the Garden? —————
p.11. How many days did Bahá’u’lláh stay in the Garden? ————–————————–——
p.12. What kind of horse did Bahá’u’lláh ride when He left the Garden?
——————————–————–———————-————
p.13. What is the last word of the following sentence spoken by the Child:
“Now I am a Bahá’í – a follower of Bahá’u’lláh – a follower of the ————–——”
p.14. What is the word hidden in the trunk of the puzzle tree? ——————–—————
p.18. What does “aboriginal” means? ————————————————–—————————
p.18. What are the 3 colours of the aboriginal flag of Australia? (note: this is not the
same as the official Australian national flag) ————————–——————–———
p.18. What is the Australian aboriginal word for boy? —————————————–——
p.19. What was the name of the first Australian aboriginal Bahá’í?
————————————————————–—————————————————
p.21. What was the name of the first person to become a Bahá’í in the Highlands of
Scotland? —————–———————————————————————————–———
p.25. Why did the Báb say it was the Will of God when His Writings were stolen?
——————————————————————————————————–———————
p.28. In the story of “The Sword of Damocles”, was the sword: a) real,
or b) a symbol of danger and difficulties? (underline the right answer)
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The Kitáb-i-Aqdas ~ The Most Holy Book
Lesson Four
“Reflect, O people,
on the grace and blessings of your Lord,
and yield Him thanks at eventide and dawn.”
Bahá’u’lláh
Bahá’u’lláh is asking us to do two things in the quotation above. The first is
to think about the good things that God has given us. The second is to
thank Him every morning and evening for these good things.
1. One of the blessings which God has given us is knowing about Bahá’u’lláh.
Another is when someone loves us. And yet another is when we have the
opportunity to love or help someone else. Sometimes even sad things can
be a blessing because then we say more prayers and that makes us feel
closer to God. What are some of the blessings God has given you?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
2. What should we say to God in the evening and first thing in the
morning?
3.

Can you remember the missing words of the quotation without looking?

“…………………………………………, O ……………………………… on the ………………………… and
…………………………………… of your ………………… and yield Him ………………………… at
……………………………………………… and ………………………….”

Bahá’u’lláh

Make a “Thank You” Box
1. You will need a small-to-medium sized cardboard, plastic or wooden box. If it needs decorating you could paint it or stick colourful pictures on it.
2. Cut several pieces of white or different coloured paper to put in your box.
3. Write different things you are thankful for (one on each piece of paper) and put them all in the
box. Add a few blank pieces of paper for when you want to add something else in future.
4. If you feel sad at any time, just open up your box and read some of the blessings you have
written down and they will help to cheer you up. One of the things you may like to write out and
keep in your box is the quotation above from the Kitáb-i-Aqdas.
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For Older Readers
[The Báb and Bahá’u’lláh faced danger every day of Their lives, never knowing if They were
going to be killed or not. It is the story of all the Manifestations of God. It is also the story of
many kings in the past who were often surrounded by jealous enemies. This kind of danger is
said to be like having a sword hanging by a thread above your head and never knowing when it
will fall. The expression comes from a famous story from long ago called “The Sword of
Damocles”.]
___________________________

The Sword of Damocles
by Kiser Barnes

I wonder if the story of Damocles and his sword comes to mind when
we remember the dangers Bahá’u’lláh faced, especially since He spoke of the
threats to His life in this way:
“This Wronged One hath, at all times,
been faced with dire peril. . .
I have been, most of the days of My life,
even as a slave,
sitting under a sword hanging on a thread,
knowing not whether it would fall
soon or late upon him.
And yet, notwithstanding all this
We render thanks unto God.”

It seems to me that something in the persecutions of Bahá’u’lláh by
powerful opponents who endangered His life made Him feel He was “sitting
under a sword hanging on a thread” and makes it worthwhile to
remember the predicament of Damocles. The famous tale goes like this;
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There was once a king whose name was Dionysius.
He was the ruler of the wealthy city of Syracuse. He was very rich,
and he lived in a beautiful palace where there were many fine
and costly things. A host of servants waited upon him.
One day Damocles, a member of his court who had
to be content with what the king chose for him to have,
said to him, “How happy you must be! You have riches
beyond measure. You eat the finest food. Your subjects
wait to do your bidding. You have everything that any man could wish. You
must be the happiest man alive.”
The king said, “Perhaps you would like to change places with me?”
“O King!” said Damocles. “If I could have your riches and your pleasures
for only one day, I should not want any greater happiness.”
“Very well,” said the king, “you shall have a chance this very day to be
happy, as you believe I am happy. You shall occupy my place at the feast this
evening and wear my crown. And all in attendance shall treat you as they
would me.”
Everyone in the great hall caught at their breath. But Damocles was
thrilled. For a few hours, this very evening, he would eat what he pleased, do
whatever he liked, and everyone would obey his slightest wish. For a few
hours he would be the happiest man alive.
And so, that evening Damocles was led into the palace. Dionysius, true
to his word, removed his golden crown, set it upon Damocles’ head, and
escorted him to the royal seat at the head of the table in the
banquet hall. Damocles was delirious with his new power.
There were fragrant flowers and rare perfumes and
delightful music. All the servants treated him as their master.
He stuffed himself with rich foods. He ordered the soft cushions he rested
upon to be rearranged each time he shifted position. Everything that gave
him pleasure was given to him. Gazing at the splendid statues and ornaments
that adorned the banquet hall, and which, for the time being, were his,
Damocles felt he was the luckiest man in all the world.
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In search for more finery to look upon, Damocles looked up at the
ceiling. His eyes suddenly fixed on a terrifying sight.
Suspended just
inches above his
head was a sharp,
gleaming doubleedged sword. It hung
by a single horsehair
thread that Damocles feared would
break if he so much
as moved.
“I see you have
finally noticed the
sword,” observed
King Dionysius. “I do
hope it won’t spoil
your happiness. But,
you see, such a
sword hangs over the
head of any one who
wields great power.”
Damocles was
so frightened he was unable to move or speak, so the king continued: “The
ruler of a neighbouring kingdom, a disgruntled subject, or” – the king’s eyes
narrowed – “a jealous courtier – any one of these might sever the thread and
cause the sword to come plunging down.”
Still, Damocles sat with his eyes fixed on the menacing sword above his
head. King Dionysius took him by the arm. “Until you learn that power carries
with it not only privileges but responsibility,” said the king, “you had better
remain in your usual seat.”
He escorted Damocles to the foot of the table, placed the crown back
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on his own head, and resumed his rightful place without so much as a glance
at the sword, which still dangled from the ceiling.
As for Damocles, he felt greatly relieved that he was not the king and
did not have to face such terrible dangers. In fact, the threatening sword
made him realise that he had only wanted power for his own selfish desires.
He could not bear the thought of having his life endangered second after
second, hour after hour, day after day, until the very end of his days.
So I end this story glad that such Bahá’í Writings as those below, and
Damocles’ story too, can help you appreciate how Bahá’u’lláh accepted with
joy and faith and love ever-threatening dangers for the spiritual transformation of humanity.

“Glory to Thee,
O Thou Who art the Lord of all worlds,
and the Beloved of all such as have recognized Thee!
Thou seest me sitting under a sword
hanging on a thread,
and art well aware that in such a state
I have not fallen short of my duty towards Thy Cause,
nor failed to shed abroad Thy praise,
and declare Thy virtues, and deliver
all Thou hadst prescribed unto me in thy Tablets.
Though the sword be ready to fall on my head,
call Thy loved ones with such a calling
that the hearts are carried away
towards the horizon of Thy majesty and grandeur.”

What difficulties and dangers did the Báb and Bahá’u’lláh have to face?
Did any of these difficulties stop Them doing what God wanted Them to do?
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